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1. Name of the Registrant:
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* * *
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NOTE: Please DO NOT send me your proxy card.

Source:
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Firsthand Technology Value Fund, Inc.

TIME FOR CHANGE AT SVVC

STEP ONE: Diagnose the problem. In my last presentation to you, SVVC shareholders, on January 19th, I
outlined that vast misalignment between the financial incentives of SVVC’s senior management & board of
directors (one the one hand) and SVVC’s shareholders (on the other hand). I attempted to demonstrate why
this lack of alignment has resulted in vast sums of money flowing to insiders over the past decade while
shareholders have suffered a 40%+ LOSS in the value of their holders (even after adding back distributions)
due to sub-optimal (to put it mildly) portfolio management by Firsthand Capital Management (SVVC external
manager) and its CIO Kevin Landis. To sum up: IT’S THE INCENTIVES, STUPID!

I ended the last presentation with the question: WHY ARE SHAREHOLDERS TOLERATING THIS NONSENSE? In
this slide deck, I will address that question by showing how Mr Landis and our inept board of directors have
used virtually every entrenchment device in the book to prevent SVVC’s shareholders from having any real
say in how their company is managed, rendering any attempt (at least, to date) to fix the misalignment of
interests futile.

Seven Corners Capital
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SVVC: Endless Entrenchment Maneuvers R Us ™
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Seven Corners Capital
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fees flowing!

SVVC Shareholders: Out in the Cold



Firsthand Technology Value Fund, Inc.

TIME FOR CHANGE AT SVVC

SVVC’s board chairman, President and CEO is, of course, the same person as Firsthand Capital Management’s
(FCM) CIO, Mr Landis. As board chairman, Mr Landis owes SVVC’s shareholders fiduciary duties, including a
duty of care and a duty of loyalty.

Seven Corners Capital
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Firsthand Technology Value Fund, Inc.

TIME FOR CHANGE AT SVVC

Has SVVC’s Chairman and CEO Landis demonstrated that he takes his fiduciary duties to shareholders
seriously? At seemingly every turn he has placed his personal financial loyalty to FCM, SVVC’s external
manager, above his supposed loyalty to the shareholders. Start with the creation of SVVC itself. According to
statements by activist Bulldog Investors during the 2014 SVVC proxy fight, Mr Landis allegedly foisted the
FCM’s management agreement on us without ever bringing the matter to a shareholder vote:

Seven Corners Capital

Source: 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar
/data/1495584/000150430414000013
/Exhibit99.txt
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Firsthand Technology Value Fund, Inc.

TIME FOR CHANGE AT SVVC

Bulldog Investors made additional damning allegations against Mr Landis back in 2014. Specifically, they
asserted that he and his fellow SVVC directors “stuffed the ballot box” by issuing over 515,000 new shares
that could only be voted according to the board’s diktat, a maneuver Bulldog labelled “blatantly illegal”.
SVVC’s management even went as far as to sue Bulldog based on what Bulldog claimed were “categorically
false” pretenses, resulting in a “colossal waste of shareholder money”.

Seven Corners Capital

Source: Ibid.
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Firsthand Technology Value Fund, Inc.

TIME FOR CHANGE AT SVVC

We know how the Bulldog proxy fight ended (covered in my January 19th presentation): Mr Landis and FCM
foolishly agreed to sell off the crown jewel in SVVC’s portfolio, its 600,000 share Meta (fka Facebook) stake,
in order to appease Bulldog and keep FCM’s lucrative management agreement in place (one of Bulldog’s
proposals in their proxy statement was termination of the management agreement). The Meta stake has
appreciated approximately 4X(!) since it was sold.

But, hey, that was way back in 2014. Certainly things have improved on the corporate governance front at
SVVC since then…right??? In a word, NO…THEY’VE MADE NO PROGRESS.

Seven Corners Capital
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TIME FOR CHANGE AT SVVC

A little over two years ago, after SVVC’s stock price had cratered from ~$17/share in September 2018 to sub
$6/share in late 2019, Mr Landis and SVVC jointly (on a 50/50 basis) made a Dutch tender offer for $4 million
worth of SVVC stock at a massive 60% discount to NAV, despite the obvious conflict of interest in having the
CEO (who was also an “interested director”) participate in the tender offer.

Seven Corners Capital

Source: SVVC 12/16/19 PR. 10
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TIME FOR CHANGE AT SVVC

Comically, SVVC claimed in its PR announcing the Tender Offer that “neither the Fund nor its Board of
Directors makes any recommendation to any shareholder as to whether to tender or refrain from tendering
any shares of common stock or as to the price or prices at which shareholders may choose to tender their
shares”. WELL, DUH, BECAUSE SELLING STOCK AT 40% OF NAV IS OBVIOUSLY A TERRIBLE DEAL FOR SVVC’s
(PRESUMABLY DEMORALIZED) SHAREHOLDERS (at least, assuming NAV is based on accurate portfolio
marks). Which begs the question: If SVVC’s board of directors could not bring itself to recommend the Tender
Offer to shareholders, why did it approve it (unanimously, presumably) in the first place? Needless to say, no
fairness opinion regarding the Tender Offer was rendered to shareholders from a reputable valuation firm.
Nor did a subset or special committee of SVVC’s independent directors review the transaction independently
(and critically) before full board approval. Nor, apparently, did Director Landis recuse himself from the
Board’s vote on the transaction. All of which, in my opinion, corporate best practices would dictate. But this
is no surprise given that the four so-called “independent” directors owned 0.02% of SVVC’s stock at the time
(not a typo!)

Seven Corners Capital

Source: SVVC 12/16/19 PR; Tender Offer prospectus dated 12/17/19. 11
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TIME FOR CHANGE AT SVVC

Mr Landis’s Form 4 filing from late February 2020 reveals that he purchased nearly 286,000 shares of stock
from SVVC’s shareholders, increasing his direct holdings by ~85% to 616,000 (currently the number is
638,000). In addition, he owns another 44,000 shares via FCM, so Landis can now vote over 680K shares
(almost 10% of the outstanding stock) according to his druthers at annual meetings.

Seven Corners Capital

Source: 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/
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Firsthand Technology Value Fund, Inc.

TIME FOR CHANGE AT SVVC

Moreover, we note that in August 2020 SVVC quietly amended its bylaws after Mr Landis’ $2MM stock
purchase (pursuant to the Tender Offer) in a manner which seems to guarantee that no other SVVC
shareholder (other than Mr Landis and his “associates”(!)) will be able to effect a similar tender offer in the
future. How convenient…for Mr Landis and his “associates”, that is. Below is a blackline showing the changes
made by our Board to the applicable bylaw.

Section 13. CONTROL SHARE ACQUISITION ACT. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Charter or 

these Bylaws, Title 3, Subtitle 7 (the “Maryland Control Share Acquisition Act”) of the Maryland General 

Corporation Law (the “MGCL”), , or any successor statute, (the “MGCL”), shall not apply to any acquisition by 

any personor proposed acquisition of shares of stock of the Corporation. This section may be repealed, in whole 

or in part, at any time, whether before or after an acquisition of control shares and, upon such repeal, may, to the 

extent provided by any successor bylaw, apply to any prior or subsequent control share acquisitionin the 

Maryland Control Share Acquisition Act. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Maryland Control Share 

Acquisition Act shall not apply to any acquisition by Kevin Landis, or any associates thereof, of shares of stock 

of the Corporation.

Seven Corners Capital

Source: SVVC SEC filings, comparison of 8/7/20 bylaws against 10/25/19 bylaws. 13
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TIME FOR CHANGE AT SVVC

Shockingly, at the time tender offer was initiated in late 2019 (and unbeknownst to most SVVC outside
shareholders), Mr Landis and the SVVC Directors were already aware that a precatory resolution to
terminate, wind down or otherwise liquidate the fund (which would also end Mr Landis’s SVVC fee stream),
(A) had been submitted pursuant to the SEC’s Rule 14a-8 by shareholder Donald Chambers and (B) was to
appear in SVVC’s 2020 proxy statement. We know this because the deadline for receiving Rule 14a-8
proposals for the 2020 annual meeting, as set forth in the prior year’s proxy, was November 30, 2019, a
month prior to the Tender Offer announcement (see below). Yet nothing about this was apparently disclosed
by SVVC in the Tender Offer documents filed with the SEC. Thus the Tender Offer seems to have been
completed and Mr Landis permitted to purchase ~286,000 shares from existing holders even though he knew
(but those selling likely did not) that a referendum on SVVC’s external management was just a few months
away.

Seven Corners Capital
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TIME FOR CHANGE AT SVVC

Despite everything, Mr Chambers’ 2020 Precatory Shareholder Proposal to (among other things) end SVVC’s
lucrative external management arrangement passed with 69% of the vote (and, if one excludes Mr Landis’s
650K controlled votes (presumed voted against), it received 89% of votes in favor). See presentation here:
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1495584/000109991020000024/donaldrchambers_dfan14a.htm

Did SVVC’s board heed the clear shareholder desire to, at long last, remove this fee-guzzling albatross from
around their collective necks? You know the answer already—the will of SVVC’s shareholders was totally
ignored.

Seven Corners Capital

Source: SVVC 2020 SEC filings. 15
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TIME FOR CHANGE AT SVVC

Nevertheless, Mr Chambers appeared at the annual meeting the next year (undaunted), this time with a
mandatory Shareholder Proposal to terminate Mr Landis’s & FCM’s external Management Agreement. This
also passed by a wide margin despite Mr Landis’s large opposition block of stock (see below), but did not
receive the necessary 66.7% vote required for termination (it garnered 61.3% of the vote). SVVC’s useless
board, as usual, has to date done nothing to respond to the will of the shareholders regarding this issue.

Seven Corners Capital

Source: SVVC 2021 SEC filings.
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TIME FOR CHANGE AT SVVC

Nor does it appear possible right now to get any of SVVC’s somnolent and conflicted “independent” directors
replaced by people who actually take their fiduciary duties to shareholders seriously. At last year’s annual
meeting, incumbent directors Burglin and Yee, both of whom were initially appointed to the board over a
decade ago, received just 1.1MM “FOR” votes, meaning they received the support of just 16% of the
outstanding shares (and over half of these votes are controlled by Mr Landis!) Yet, inexplicably, they were
“re-elected” (because in uncontested elections, SVVC’s bylaws apply a plurality voting standard) and remain
in office to this day. Many companies require that directors who receive more “Withheld” than “For” votes
must deliver a resignation letter to the board, but not SVVC.

Seven Corners Capital

Source: SVVC 2021 SEC filings.
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TIME FOR CHANGE AT SVVC

Given that last year’s SVVC director nominees received less than 8% support from outside shareholders, one
might think it would be fairly easy for a motivated, shareholder-friendly challenger to get on the board. But
anyone doing so would be underestimating the extent to which SVVC’s “leadership” has entrenched itself,
because in 2018 SVVC amended its bylaws (as shown below) to make this almost mathematically impossible.
In Putin-esque fashion, they carved out an exception to the normal plurality voting standard specifically for
contested elections, in which a “majority of the outstanding shares entitled to vote” standard is now used.
Since so many exhausted and beaten-down SVVC shareholders apparently can’t be bothered to vote at the
annual meeting (turnout was just 39% in 2021), it is highly unlikely any candidate can ever win the vote of
>50% of SVVC’s outstanding stock.

Section 7. VOTING. A plurality of all the votes cast at a meeting of stockholders duly called and at which a

quorum is present shall be sufficient to elect a director. However, directors shall be elected by a majority of all

the votes entitled to be cast at a meeting of stockholders duly called and at which a quorum is present for which

(i) the secretary of the Corporation receives notice that a stockholder has nominated an individual for election as

a director in compliance with the requirements of advance notice of stockholder nominees for director set forth

in Article II, Section 11 of these Bylaws, and (ii) such nomination has not been withdrawn by such stockholder

on or before the close of business on the tenth day before the date of filing of the definitive proxy statement of

the Corporation with the Securities and Exchange Commission, and, as a result of which, the number of

nominees is greater than the number of directors to be elected at the meeting. Each share may be voted for as

many individuals as there are directors to be elected and for whose election the holder is entitled to vote.

Seven Corners Capital

Source: SVVC SEC filings, comparison of 10/25/19 bylaws against 3/16/18 bylaws.
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TIME FOR CHANGE AT SVVC

But don’t just listen to me (or even Mr Chambers) regarding the foregoing. Shareholders should also heed the
statements made in the press release issued by 3.7% holder Rawleigh Ralls last May in the lead-up to the
2020 annual meeting. These assertions remain as true today as when they were originally issued.

Seven Corners Capital

Source: Rawleigh Rawls PR dated 5/20/21.
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Press release issued by 3.7% holder Rawleigh Ralls last May [continued]

Seven Corners Capital
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Source: Rawleigh Rawls PR dated 5/20/21.
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Press release issued by 3.7% holder Rawleigh Ralls last May [continued]

Source: Rawleigh Rawls PR dated 5/20/21.
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CONCLUSION

SVVC shareholders have been caught in a prisoner’s dilemma, saddled with a dire trifecta: (1) abysmal
investment management via Mr Landis & FCM, (2) outrageous entrenchment stratagems combined with
rampant conflicts of interest and (3) a feckless board of so-called “independent” directors who have proven
to be completely useless. There’s a saying that “Those who can’t do, teach”. Well, leaders at public
companies who can’t “do”, (usually) “entrench”. Their aim is to divide & conquer their (usually mute and
helpless) shareholders. The only way to overcome this is through free and open shareholder communication
and, more importantly, by overwhelmingly VOTING FOR CHANGE at the 2022 Annual Meeting, at which you
are strongly urged:

1. To vote AGAINST all of SVVC’s incumbent director nominees; and
2. To vote IN FAVOR OF any shareholder proposal to terminate FCM’s management agreement.

In addition, SVVC continues to stonewall my director nomination with nonsensical & bogus claims, but I will 
not be easily discouraged. PLEASE NOTE THAT CONCERNED SHAREHOLDERS MAY REACH ME AT 
info@sevencornerscapital.com TO DISCUSS MATTERS OF MUTUAL CONCERN. HOWEVER, I AM NOT (REPEAT 
NOT) CURRENTLY SOLICITING PROXIES FOR THE 2022 ANNUAL MEETING!

FINALLY, SVVC SHAREHOLDERS ARE STRONGLY URGED TO COMMUNICATE YOUR DISSATISFACTION WITH THE 
STATUS QUO TO OUR BOARD (WHO SUPPPOSEDLY OWE US FIDUCIARY DUTIES). Time is of the essence!

Seven Corners Capital
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